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Hoch et al. present a study on hyper-resolution hydrologic modeling at the continental
scale assessing the quality of the simulation results for varying resolution from 1 to 50km.
The rational is to apply the same model at different spatial resolution with varying
resolution of forcing in order to assess the added value of hyper-resolution modeling on
the representation of states and fluxes at the continental scale. Observations of stream
discharge, soil moisture, evapotranspiration and terrestrial water storage are used in the
assessment. The results are sobering (in the way they are presented and discussed): only
stream discharge simulations are improved at hyper-resolution and the authors
unfortunately provided relatively little discussion on the potential reasons. Is hyper-
resolution modeling dead before it really started?

In a way, the study has a conceptual problem, because upscaling and re-classification of
soil texture and land cover (and water management/reservoirs?) was used to go from fine
to coarse resolution. Thus the models are different not only in terms of spatial resolution
and atmospheric forcing but also in terms of structure (i.e. different models at different
resolution). Thus, comparability is not necessarily guaranteed, as claimed in the methods
section. That’s OK, but needs to be made transparent to the reader and discussed in
detail. Perhaps it’s one of the reasons why resolution does not do the trick in case of soil
moisture and evaporation.

The introduction is prominently missing a discussion of the recent relevant paper by
Condon et al. (2022) on global (hpyer-resolution) groundwater modeling.

2, 39: This statement is misleading. PFCONUS is just a naming convention (just as naming
the setup of PCR-GLOBW over Europe PGEU). Of course ParFlow can be applied at the
global scale, in principle; it’s a generic simulation tool like many others.



4, 5: Here, additional information is required in the main text. From the appendix it
follows that upscaling was used for soil texture and special classification for land cover
was used to move from high to low resolution (how are reservoirs upscaled/downscaled?).
Thus, the models are not identical in addition to the resolution of the forcing.

Figure 3: remove 50k_50k from plot.

Why not applying the relative KGE to all variables (also soil moisture, ET)

Figure 6: Replace “other“ with correct information. Plot 1:1 line correctly everywhere. The
plot almost suggests the 50k_50k is also doing better than 1k.

A couple of questions for the discussion and conclusions: Perhaps the observation data is
not scale commensurate and can not be used to assess hyper-resolution modeling results?
Perhaps PCR-GLOBWB is not scale commensurate and can not be used at hyper-
resolution?

Language and grammar need to be revised carefully.
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